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Give the Fiddlers a Dram
By Greg Cahill posted February 2011  

 

Nate Grower is one of the best young bluegrass fiddlers around and he proves it on his 
eponymous CD on the Patuxent label. He has such lyrical style, such nuanced command of the 
instrument, such natural tone, that you can’t help but be drawn in, whether he’s playing old-time 
or Texas swing. Simply stunning. The next Mark O’Connor?

Talk about a talent-laden ensemble. On the self-produced CD Acoustic Project, Laura Cortese 
teams up with siblings Natalie Haas, on cello, and  
Brittany Haas, on fiddle, along with fiddler Hanneke Cassel—a veritable who’s who of new-
generation string players. Natalie Haas is a longtime collaborator of Scottish fiddler Alasdair 
Fraser, sister Brittany is a veteran of Darol Anger’s Republic of Strings and other groups, and 
Cassel is a former US Scottish Fiddle Champion. Cortese is a gifted songwriter, fiddler, and 
bandleader who is blessed with extraordinary energy, a positive outlook, and a contagious 
sense of joy for her music. The seven-song collection of catchy folk-pop, encased in a plain 
brown wrapper, serves as a deceptively modest-looking vehicle for her ain’t-no-stoppin’-this-
train sensibility. My advice: buy a ticket to ride. 

Jocelyn Pettit, a teen fiddler from Squamish, British Columbia, Canada, has chops galore. Her 
lively eponymous recording (jocelynpettit.com) features originals and traditional tunes arranged 
by Pettit, whose depth and range exceed her years. The tracks are steeped in the sounds of 
Cape Breton, Scottish, Irish, and other fiddle styles. One suspects we’ll be hearing of Pettit for 
years to come—the next generation of Celtic music is in good hands.

Known for exploring his Native American roots through his music, violinist Arvel Bird turns to 
rock and blues on Ride Indian Ride (Singing Wolf). The music is as exuberant as the classic 
Indian motorcycle that inspired the opening track. A series of tracks, including “Like the Wind” 
and “The  
Patriot Chiefs,” evoke the spirit of such great warriors and chiefs as Geronimo and Chief 
Joseph.
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